


A network of creative, dynamic and 
enthusiastic people, interacting, 
growing and expressing their 
value into the creative project of an 
object, a shape. Extroverso wants 
to celebrate Beauty, made of local 
traditions, art, craftsmanship, of 
great refinement and quality. Design 
and lifestyle products, made in Italy 
by master craftsmen and quality 
manufacturer. The true essence of 
Extroverso is beyond the product: 

the vision, the talent of developing 
the idea together with the ability 
of relating, listening and growing 
within a good team, the real secret 
of a good result. Creative inspiration 
reveals in different shapes: every 
artist and designer expresses a 
personal vision of beauty, design, 
spaces… Extroverso is there, seeking 
for that vision and valorize it through 
functional, surprising objects and 
furniture.



DUOMO, Oval Coffee Table  
Illustration by Anna Sutor

Milan, the city of Fashion, 
Design, Extroverso. We are 
proud to present our city 
with its splendid Duomo, the 
Teatro alla Scala, but also the 
modern skyscrapers.

Flat print B/W, glossy 
finishing. Lacquered legs - 
colors available on request.U
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the will of getting closer and 
looking into Italian beautiful 
town, into their essence.
Pieces of furniture inspired by 
the Fifties through the careful 
eye, sensitive taste and precise 
hand of Anna Sutor, describing 

the beauty of Italy between 
architecture and oniric vision.
The plain surface becomes like 
a window open on the fantastic 
urban landscape, with its antique 
monuments and takes us into 
that unique atmosphere  
of each town. 

The drawing is pure line, 
simplifying and recreating 
spaces, feelings. A urban 
landscape that can be enjoyed 
every day by everyone.



OLTrE IL PAESAggIO, Screen
Illustration by Anna Sutor

Wooden panels lacquered  
and printed. 
Back: white lacquer highgloss



CLOSE UP MILANO, Coffee Tables 
Illustration by Anna Sutor

Continuing our journey through 
Italian beauty… Milan, the city of 
Fashion, Design, Extroverso.

We are proud to present our city with 
its splendid Duomo, the Teatro alla 
Scala, but also the modern
skyscrapers that characterize its 
most recent history.

Flat print B/W, glossy finishing. 
Lacquered legs - colors available  
on request.



CLOSE UP VENICE, Nesting Tables
Illustration by Anna Sutor

The drawing of Venice, its multifold 
environments. The creation of an 
artistic view of th eunique italian 
city, applied to furniture.



SUTOr, Table Lamp 
Illustration by Anna Sutor

Printed B/W base glossy finishing. 
Polished nickel and fabric 
lampshade



“The only true voyage of discovery, the only fountain of Eternal Youth, 
would be not to visit strange lands but to possess other eyes” (M.Proust)
With renewed eyes Extroverso looks at classic seats, inspired by Art 
Deco, and revise with a contemporary touch, new finishing and details. 
The New Moon and the other collections of chairs and armchairs, 
designed by giannella Ventura, represent timeless beauty, but also play 

with irony, strong lacquered colors, and graphic fabrics. The eternal 
elegance of these chairs get a new “pop” look, fresh and trendy. 

Declined in different versions, these chairs and armchairs 
can furnish dining rooms, livings, entrances or 

bedrooms, offering refinement and comfort. 
Wooden structures can be lacquered with 

different colors and upholstered with 
a variety of beautiful fabrics.
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NEW MOON, Chair and Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura 

Extroverso looks at a timeles 

chair, inspired by Art Deco  

and revised with  

a contemporary touch,  

new finishing and details.

This piece can be used as a 

dining chair but can easily 

furnish also entrance, bedroom 

or living room New Moon is 

dressed with irony, yellow 

banana lacquered colors, 

graphic B/W fabrics.





SELENE, Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura

Minimalist and light armchair, 

this seat is perfect to enrich and 

welcome without taking too much 

space or overloading a small room.

The lacquered wood structure can 

be combined in color with various 

fabrics, from elegant velvets to 

eclectic colorful fabrics, easily 

changing effect and use.



ChIArO DI LUNA, Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura

Elegantly ironic, this chair 

plays with sizes: the high back 

cushion allows different style 

interpretations, thanks to the wide 

choice of fabrics and leathers. The 

design offers strong impact, but 

remains balanced and refined.



LUNA PIENA, Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura

Sinuous and light at the same time, the 

Luna Piena armchair is conceived to 

welcome with style. The wide cushions 

surface allows to enhance the beauty 

of the fabrics, combining them with 

the lacquered color of the wooden 

structure. It is suitable to furnish the 

entrance area, a living room, but also 

as a support armchair in the bedroom.



With renewed eyes Extroverso looks at 
classic design, inspired by Art Deco, and 
revise with a contemporary touch, new 
finishing and details. 

BUrLESqUE, Stool

Design by Giannella Ventura
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zEBrA, Chest of Drawers

Design by Carlo Rampazzi

Eccentric chest of drawers that 

combines classic and elegant 

shapes with contemporary graphic 

irony. The wooden structure, 

lacquered in black and white stripes, 

hides 3 drawers (push and pull), 

internally colored.

glossy finish and plexiglass feet.

Ironic yet refined.



LOLA 1950, Chair and Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura

This 1950s style chair is a re-edition 

of an Aldo Tura model, functional 

and elegant beyond time.

The structure is in black lacquered 

wood embellished with modern 

studs and graphic fabrics that make 

it contemporary.

The headboard version with 

armrests is slender and extremely 

comfortable.

Lola chair is perfect to give a vintage 

touch in a contemporary ambience.



ECLIPSE, Chair and Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura



KISS ME, Sofa/LoveSeat

Design by Giannella Ventura



KISS ME NOT, Armchair

Design by Giannella Ventura

Wooden structure gloss finish  

and upholstery or all upholstered.



NEW MOON, Coffee Table

Design by Giannella Ventura

With glass shelf

on the left 

BrASS, Decorated Panels

Design by Giannella Ventura



COMETA, Oval Coffee Table

Design by Giannella Ventura

COMETA, Mirror

Design by Giannella Ventura

Decorative mirror composed 

by a lacquered wooden 

frame with a composition 

of mirror and decorated 

panels, hand worked with 

gold leaf and highgloss finish. 

Thanks to the combination 

of materials and lightness of 

the structure, this mirror is 

versatile and very decorative.

The decoration creates 

light effects, reminding the 

surface of the Moon, which 

can also be applied to other 

surfaces and pieces of 

furniture



Xx, Side Table

Design by Giannella Ventura
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tradition inspires the project 

designed by Inveloveritas: the 

patterns of the screen and small 

tables reinvent the beauty of 

traditional Sardinian textiles in a 

very contemporary look.

Embroideries, laces and shawls 

created by these fashion 

designers in Cagliari, become 

geometrical design and furniture 

pieces. 

BENTU, Screen

Design Inveloveritas

From textile patterns comes the 

beauty of Bentu screen, where 

the graphics are cut out of the 

surface. The result is a light and 

shadow effect that seduces.

Perfect to separate without 

dividing.



ISTELLA, Lighting Cubes

Design Inveloveritas

The lighting cubes, designed in 

collaboration with Inveloveritas, 

represent contemporary graphic 

application of Sardinian textile 

tradition.

Inveloveritas’ artists express their 

traditional patterns and their history, 

creating graphics of strong impact 

and great glamour. International 

trends and local tradition, perfectly 

combine in these functional pieces 

to be used as seat, small tables or 

lighting elements.





ABBA, Side Table

Design Inveloveritas

Abba means “water“ for people of 

Sardinia. This table is printed under 

the glass top creating a sensation of

depth. Stained wooden structure, 

essential design for pure graphic 

effect.

Previous page:

TErrA, Printed Cubes

Design Inveloveritas

The printed cubes represent 

contemporary graphic application of 

Sardinian textile tradition.

Inveloveritas’ artists express their 

traditional patterns and their history, 

creating graphics of strong impact 

and great glamour. International 

trends and local tradition, perfectly 

combine in these functional pieces 

to be used as seat, small tables or 

decorative elements.



‘CADòrE, Carpet

Design Inveloveritas

The ‘Cadòre carpet, the latest 

proposal in the collection, brings 

together the Unusual design of 

Extroverso together with the ideas of 

the Inveloveritas designers, together 

with the skill and prestige of the 

Mariantonia Urru textile company in 

Samugheo, Sardinia.

Sardinian wool fabric with mixed 

technique of Pibiones and Litzos, the 

project enhances the comparison 

between styles and volumes, giving 

a feeling of mutability and that play 

of overlays that makes the shawl so 

loved.



Sakura‘s design is a sophisticated

combination of conceptual approach

and craftsmanship. her style shows 

great attention to materials and pure 

lines. 

TSUKIMI, Console

Design by Sakura Adachi

Console table with round mirror. 

The stripe pattern represents a 

cloud hiding the full moon. It can be 

placed at an entrance area to create 

a strong and poetical statement in 

the space
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TSUKIMI, Bar

Design by Sakura Adachi

Characterized by the strong graphic 

that represents clouds around the 

moon.

The bar consists of the two doors 

and one drawer in the middle. The 

stripe pattern on the two doors

intersects in the middle to create a 

checker pattern. It is as if the two 

clouds were overlapping on the 

middle drawer panel.

The cabinet comes with adjustable 

shelves and bottles can be stored in 

the middle drawer.

Tsukimi can be used for a bar 

cabinet as well as for storing any 

other objects such as cups, plates, 

books, documents… and more.



PATTErN, Nesting Tables

Design by Sakura Adachi

Pattern is a set of nesting coffee 

tables which have a feature in their 

table tops. Customizable table 

tops in rectangular, square, oval, 

round and hexagon shapes, as a 

combination of two pieces (round 

table and squared table) or three 

pieces (rectangular, oval and exagon 

shape). The tables can be combined 

differently creating interesting 

geometric effects.

Parchment, marble and wooden tops



hAPPY & grUMPY,  

Stool and side table

Design by Sakura Adachi

happy & grumpy is a series of 

“emotional” stools and low tables. 

Slots on the side resemble a “happy 

Smile” for low tables and a “grumpy 

Face” for stools.

The stools slots also function as a 

magazine rack. Let’s celebrate joy, 

colors and positivity!

Various colors, goatskin or 

lacquered plan, natural wooden body 

(Canaletto walnut, oak, maple and 

wenge)
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